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A New Proof of Priifer's Theorem 
ROBERT EL BASHIR*) 
Praha 
Received 22 June 1992 
The aim of this paper is to give an easy and direct proof of the well-known fact [1; Priifer's Theorem: 
A bounded Abelian group is a direct sum of cyclic groups; page 44]. 
Cilem je podat jednoduchy a pfimy dukaz dobfe znameho faktu [1; Priiferova veta: Omezena 
Abelova grupa je direktnim souctem cyklickych grup; str. 44]. 
The aim of this paper is to give an easy and direct proof of the well-known fact 
[1; Priifer's Theorem: A bounded Abelian group is a direct sum of cyclic groups; 
page 44). 
By a bounded group we mean a group in which the orders of the elements 
remain under a fixed finite bound. We will prove this theorem only for a bounded 
Abelian p-group, because every torsion Abelian group is a direct sum of Abelian 
p-groups. 
First, let G be a p-group, i.e. (generally not Abelian) group in which the orders 
of the elements are powers of one and the same prime p. 
On G we define a relation ~ by 
g~h<*«$n (h) * <0» . 
Lemma 1. 
(i) The relation ~ is a relation of equivalence on G \ {0}. 
(ii) There is (as a subset with exception ofO) only one subgroup of group G of 
order p in a class of equivalence ~ . 
We will prove only the transitivity of ~ . Let g ~ h and h ~ k. Then there exists 
n\ G (g) n (h) a n d «2 e (h) n (k) of order p. In (h) there exists only one subgroup 
of order p. For it 
(nx) = (n2) S (g) n <*> and g ~ k. 
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(ii) Follows from the definition of ~ . 
In the following G will be an Abelian group. 
A maximal collection will be a complete system of representants of the classes 
of the equivalence ~ where each of the representants is maximal with respect to 
the order in the corresponding class of equivalence. 
Of course, a maximal collection exists if and only if every class of equivalence 
has bounded orders of the elements. 
Lemma 2. Let G be an Abelian p-group ^ (0) with elements of finite heights 
(with exception of 0). Then every class of equivalence has bounded orders of 
elements and every maximal collection is a generating system of G. 
Proof. At first we will prove that the classes of equivalence have bounded 
orders. From Lemma l(ii) we see that in every class of equivalence there exists an 
element of order p which is also an element of (h) for every h from this class of 
equivalence — and for it this class of equivalence has bounded orders because that 
element of order p has finite height (all elements of G have finite heights). 
Let M be a maximal collection and let g e G, g ¥> 0. We will find hx,..., hs <- M 
such that g e (hx) + ... + (hs). 
In M there is some maximal element hx of the same class of equivalence, which 
g is an element of. Here — — g is an element of order p, which is equivalent to 
P 
g. We have ord(A1) ^ ord(g) because hx is maximal. 
From Lemma l(ii) it follows: there exists ax^H such that — — g = 
= 2E-M axhx. Since 0 = - ^ (axhx - g), ord(axhx - g) 1 " - M . 
P P P 
Let bx = axhx — g. If ord(i1) = 1, then bx = axhx — g = 0 and g e (hx). 
If o r d ^ ) > 1 we repeat the procedure (which we did with g) for bx and we will 
get b2 = a2h2 — bx = a2h2 — (axhx — g) (for some h^ e M and a^ e N). Now, 
ord(62) ^ °
r d ( f e l ) = o l d ( g i* - ~ *) ^ o r d(g) 
P P P2 
The order of g is a power of p. Hence there exists s € N that ord(b5) = 1, i.e. for 
some hx,..., hs e M is bs = ashs - as_xhs_x + ... + ( - l )
5 " 1 ^ + ( - l ) 5 g = 
= 0 and g e ( / 0 + ... + (/,,). 
The Proof of Priifer's Theorem. We may assume that G is a non-zero bounded 
Abelian p-group. 
We will lead the proof in this way: we will choose some maximal collection M, 
then we will form a direct sum and verify, that this direct sum contains some 
maximal collection as a subset. From Lemma 2 it will follow that such direct sum 
must be the whole group G and the proof will be complete. 
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At first we line up the elements of a chosen maximal collection M into an 
unincreasing (as to orders) ordinal sequence ht, h2, We can do this because 
G is a bounded group. 
Now we will form a suitable direct sum © <ga). 
a < y 
Let us put gx = hx and in the following we will work with the sequence Aj, 
If we already have ga, a < fi, we take the smallest ordinal d, for which 
( + <go» n (hd) - <0), and put yfi = x* 
a < fi 
In the following we will work with the sequence AG+1, 
We will finish this process as soon as there is no such d. From the sequence 
hl9 h2,... we have chosen a subsequence (ga \ a < y). From the construction of 
this subsequence it follows: + (g^ n (g0) = (0) for every /} < y. Thus the sum 
a<fi 
+ (gj is direct. 
a< y 
It remains to prove that © <g^ contains some maximal collection. It will be 
a < y 
verified if © (ga) contains some maximal element from the same class of equival-
a < y 
ence for every h£ from the original maximal collection M, h£ i (ga \ a < y). Let us 
take such an h£. From the construction of the sequence (ga \ a < y) we can see that 
there exists an ordinal ft < y, for which © <ga) n (h) ^ <0) and ord(ga) ^ 
a < fi 
^ ord(h£) for every a < /?. (This is due to the fact that the original maximal col-
lection M was lined up into an unincreasing sequence with respect to the orders.) 
Thus there exists an element k of order p with fee© <ga) n (hE). We can write 
a<fi 
k = axgx + ... + angn for some gl9..., gn e (ga | a < p). New, paxgx + ... 
... + pangn = 0, because k is or order p. Then pajgj = 0 for j = 1,..., n (the 
sum © (ga) is direct) and ord(ayg;) S p f o r / ' - l , . . . , n. 
a < fi 
Further, we make use of ord(gy) î  ord(A£). 
Hence there exist my e (gy.) with —-*—--- my = aygy, j = 1,..., n. 
p 
Let / / , = mx + ... + mn. Clearly, °
r d ^ ^ //£ = k, since A: e <H£) n (A£) and 
p 
//£ - A£. At the same time ord(//£) = ord(A£), because -̂—--- //£ is an element 
P 
of order p. The element H£ is maximal in the same class of equivalence as h£ and 
H£ is also an element of © <ga). 
a < y 
By the construction of the elements H£, the set 
{ g a | a < y\v{He\heeM\{ga\a< y}} s 0 (ga> 
a < y 
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is a maximal collection and from Lemma 2 it follows © (g^ = G. 
a < y 
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